Designed with reference to the surveys, information and reports listed:

Topo Survey   : CUB-RBS-WD-0081 & CUB-RBS-WD-0082
Utility Survey : CUB-RBS-WD-0091 & CUB-RBS-WD-0092
Tree Survey   : TCP-BP
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Blenheim Extra Care, Feltham
PRELIMINARY
H494 - PRP - DR - A - 1003
REV E

D 04/05/16 One of the lifts changed into 8 person lift. AG RVP
E 02/06/16 Ext. cycle store added, Lobby size increased, Disabled toilet doors amended to open outwards; Staircase 2 and 4 - Dry Risers omitted as sprinklers specified to suit FE comments; Extra Care and Learning Disabilities Apartments - Bathroom's secondary door omitted, Dementia Apartments - Bathroom's secondary door added.
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PREFACE

PREFACE
Designed with reference to the surveys, information and reports listed:

Topo Survey : CUB-RBS-WD-0081 & CUB-RBS-WD-0082
Utility Survey : CUB-RBS-WD-0091 & CUB-RBS-WD-0092
Tree Survey   : TCP-BP
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Blenheim Extra Care, Feltham

PRELIMINARY

SUBJECT TO PLANNING CONSENT
Designed with reference to the surveys, information and reports listed:
Topo Survey : CUB-RBS-WD-0081 & CUB-RBS-WD-0082
Utility Survey : CUB-RBS-WD-0091 & CUB-RBS-WD-0092
Tree Survey   : TCP-BP
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Blenheim Extra Care, Feltham

PRELIMINARY
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